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SUNSHINE COAST PROPERTY MARKET IN REVIEW 
There has been quite a bit of press of late of a slowing market in some southern states which can often 
have a positive effect on our local market. As southern markets do calm down a little, buyers will quite 
often begin to look further a field in terms of investments and the Sunshine Coast has predominantly 
been a good prospect for these interstate buyers. Given the additional infrastructure now well under 
way across the Sunshine Coast, and the fact that we are set for some of the largest changes to our 
property landscape in over 20 years. We have been welcoming many interstate investors, and it is 
worth noting however, that these southern markets are simply coming off incredible double digit 
growth numbers of 16.7% last year for Sydney houses and 15.1 % for Melbourne houses to more 
normal but still quite steady growth of the 4.5% predicted for Sydney and 5.6% growth predicted for 
Melbourne in 2017 (according to an ABC news report). With the cost of money still very affordable, 
the overall picture for the property market still looks very strong for 2017.

BIRTINYA 
MARKET RE-CAP

43 RECORDED SALES 
SINCE 1ST JAN 2017

AVERAGE HOUSE PRICE
$657,269

AVERAGE UNIT PRICE
$567,600
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SUNSHINE COAST CONNECTED TO THE WORLD  
The Sunshine Coast is at the centre of International attention. Proposals have been 
made for Private Investment to install a new underwater fibre-optic cable connecting 
the Sunshine Coast to the rest of the world. An entrepreneur proposed to connect the 
Coast onto an existing cable already feeding from Sydney to Guam in 2013. But the 
council doesn't want to use that cable, instead preferring a new cable be built to directly 
link the Coast with the United States, Asia and the Pacific.
A council spokeswoman said connecting to the existing PPC-1 cable, owned by TPG, 
would not deliver greater broadband capacity or network security if the cable were to be 
damaged. The council's International Submarine Broadband Cable project webpage 
said the cable would also provide an alternative global connection in the event that 
cables connecting Sydney were to be damaged or fail. "If the cable protection zone is 
granted and is delivered, the Sunshine Coast will be the only regional centre in Australia 
able to offer direct international broadband connectivity to global markets” the 
webpage said.

- 2 bedroom ground floor unit with huge outdoor podium
- Great sized fully carpeted air conditioned living area
- Beautifully appointed bathrooms with ensuite to master
- Secure side by side 2 car accommodation with storage
- Superb tropical pool area with spa and gym facilities

 81 BIRTINYA BOULEVARD, BIRTINYA - ISLAND WATERS

A tropical oasis close to the Sunshine Coast University Hospital, sandy beaches 
and only $554,000.

BOOK
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TODAY !


